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:j_fonttable 
 
Font Table Number 
 
Description: 

This sigmac returns the font table number for the given Text or Symbol font name. The 
font table number is an integer from 0 to 1 less than #emxno (currently 64 so 0-63) 
which is used by ARRIS/BuildersCAD to refer to the loaded font. If the given font is 
not loaded, the font table number is returned as -1. The font table number is returned in 
the integer global variable imn_transfer. 

 
 
Level: 
 3s 
 
Syntax: 
 :j_fonttable;type;font 
 
 
Global Variables: 
 imn_transfer 
 
 
Arguments: 
 
 type (string) 

The type of font to be searched for. This is either Symbol or Text. The default is 
Text. 

 
font (string) 

The Symbol or Text font file name for which the font table number is to be 
returned. 

 
 
Example: 
 

:j_fonttable;='Text';='hlc.lt' 
   

In this example the font table number for the Text font "hlc.lt". will be set into the 
integer global variable imn_transfer which may then be picked up by a calling 
sigmac. 
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:j_fonttable;='Symbol';='comm:z_zomm.sy' 

   
In this example the font table number for the Symbol font "comm:z_comm.sy". 
will be set into the integer global variable imn_transfer which may then be 
picked up by a calling sigmac. 

 
 
Notes: 
  

1. If the sigmac is called by the user (not by another Sigmac), the table number along with 
the type of font (Symbol or Text) and the font name is reported on the message line of 
the screen. 

 
2. The sigmac uses the $getnam utility to compare the given Symbol font and the font 

name associated with the table number. If $getnam determines that the given Symbol 
font name and the font name associated with the table number are the same, the font 
table number will be reported. For Text fonts only the file name itself is compared. The 
sigmac loops through the table numbers in ascending order and reports the table 
number of the first matching font name found. 

 
3. The font type integers used in this program are: 

#etxttb -  Text Font 
#esymtb -  Symbol Font 
#ementb -  Menu Font 

 
4. There is a third type of font - Button Menu fonts (#ementb) - that is also loaded into 

tables. This type of font is long obsolete, being used for button maps on old joystick 
keyboards in the 1980's. This sigmac does not address table numbers for button menu 
fonts.  
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